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An understanding and appreciation of methods of map preparation is crucial to the evaluation of early 
mops. However, in most cases, little or no evidence of survey and other preparatory methods survives 
and there is rarely any indication of practices and instrumentation. It is usually difficult or impossible 
to relate specific maps to the techniques described in contemporary surveying texts. The illustration of 
surveying and drawing instruments on maps and title pa_ges may possibly offer an indication of the 
methods and instruments actually employed in the preparation of a map. 

Although an evaluation of survey and preparatory 
methods is essential for any proper assessment of a map's 
worth, details of practices and instrumentation are rarely 
available. It is usually difficult to relate specific maps to 
particular techniques contemporaneously in use, despite a 
wealth of written descriptions in surveying texts. The writ
ings of Bourne, Digges, Frisius, Gunter, Lucm-,1 et al, 
merely give details of methods that might have been used. 
It is usually not known to what extent the theory was put 
into practice in specific cases. Although a few map-makers 
such as Agas2 and Norden3 did record their preferred instru
ments, most remained silent Sometimes instruments and 
methods were recorded in accounts of the preparation of 
particular maps in prefatory remarks, memoirs, profes
sional papers, contemporary textbooks, prospectuses, 
catalogues, advertisements, and in specifications and in
structions for survey. William Crosley, for example, noted 
that the distances along the roads surveyed for his map of 
Surrey (1793), produced with Joseph Lindley, were meas
ured by 'two excellent Surveying Wheels'.4 However, 
generally such specific information was not made public. 

Although it was never necessary to indicate methods 
of construction and associated instrumentation on the map 
itself, map-makers did on occasion offer illumination. 
Thomas Jefferys, for example, recorded on his large-scale 
map of Bedfordshire (c.1765) that 'the Great Angles were 
taken by the Theodolite, and the Roads measured by the 
Chain and Transcribed on the Plain Table in the Field' and 
on his Oxfordshire (1767) ' ... that the roads were measured 
by the chain and Transcribed on the Plain Table in the Field'. 
Generally, the innovation of showing triangulation dia
grams on large-scale English county maps produced during 
the period 1750-1800, indicated the use of a theodolite in 
survey. William Yates, for example, recorded his network 
of triangles, whose angles were measured by 'an instrument 
graduated with the greatest exactness', on his maps of 
Staffordshire (1775) and Lancashire (1786), as did Burdett 
on Cheshire (1777) and Derbyshire (1791 ), Prior on Leices
tershire (1977), Hodskinson on Suffolk (1783), Edgeworth 
on Longford (1813), Bald on Mayo (1830), Duncan on 
Dublin (1821) and Griffith on Roscommon (1825). 

It may, therefore, be instructive to look for other indi
cations of instrumentation and, hence, preparatory 
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techniques to be found on maps. One possibility is the 
commonplace illustration of surveying and drawing instru
ments in cartouches and vignettes on maps and titlepages. 
But to what extent do such illustrations indicate instruments 
and techniques likely to have been used or how far were 
they merely appropriate decoration without basis in prac
tice? 

Certainly, the incorporation of many such illustrations 
can be dismissed as mere decoration, not intended to convey 
more than a general indication of instruments in use at the 
time. The great mid-seventeenth century topographical 
world atlases of Speed, Jansson, the Blaeus and the like 
habitually included maps decorated with the ubiquitous 
putti, surveyors, scholars and others busily engaged with 
chain, cross-staff, measuring rule, dividers, mariner's astro
labe, armillary sphere and globe. 

Putti frequently indicated a map's scale using dividers 
along or with a meas~ng rule, as on Jansson' s county map 
of Hereford (1646) and Blaeu's maps of Bedfordshire 
(1645)6, Lincolnshire (1645) and Abyssinia (1662).7 Di
viders, or compasses as they were commonly called in the 
16th century, were the oldest plotting instrument of all, used 
for measuring distances against the calibrations of a linear 
scale or for pricking off a ship's course on a chart ~· s 
Cambridge scholars use dividers on his map (1612) of the 
county to mark out the scale on a surveyor's rule which 
clearly shows the attachment for hanging it or fixing it to a 
support, as does that illustrated on Jansson's Oxfordshire 
(1646). Eastern scholars, similarly, attend a hanging rule on 
Blaeu's Egypt (1662). Frequently, illustrations of the sur
veyor's rule also clearly show the flat hinge which often 
articulated rules at the centre so that they could be locked 
at either 90° or 180°. In contrast, the holes for fixing sights 
were generally too small to be visible in illustration. 

Putti or surveyors regularly chained over the scale or 
title cartouche as on Petty's Ireland (1685)9 Jansson's Der
byshire (1646), Oplby's Middlesex (1673)10 and Blaeu's 
Caithness (1654)1 , usually clearly showing the connecting 
rings joining the links of the chain. On occasion, the earlier 
and simpler surveyor's measurin~le might be featured, 
as on Jansson' s Yorkshire (1646) , although this may fre
quently be a misinterpretation of a plain walking stick or 
staff. Also commonly illustrated were the compass, in use 
by putti, for example, on Blaeu's East Indies (1662) and 
Petty.'s Ireland, and the circumferentor, as on the latter map 
and Blaeu' s 'Tertia pars Brabantiae' (1662). Circumferentor 
and chain also appear in the scale cartouche of a map of 
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Irish revenue districts (c.1700) attributable to Sir William 
Robinson 13, but this appears to have been derived from the 
cartouche on Petty's Ireland. The common cross-staff was 
frequently illustrated, either in use, as on Blaeu's maps of 
Denbigh and Flint (1645)14, East Indies, Portugal, Arabia, 
Brazil and 'Insulae Americanae' (1662) or unattended, as 
on Jansson's Oxfordshire and Blaeu's Lancashire (1645).15 

Quadrants were also commonly featured in hand, as on 
Blaeu' s Portugal (1662) and Speed's Comwall(1612). Gen
erally, however, scientific instruments are not commonly 
found decorating Speed's maps, although quadrants, meas
uring rules, globes and armillary spheres are all portrayed 
on occasion. 

Globes and armillary spheres were very widely fea
tured as decoration on maps, particularly as part of an 
assortment of associated instruments, including astrolabes, 
compasses, drawing equipment, and so on. Blaeu's Ber
muda (1662), for instance, illustrates box compasses, with 
and without sights, lead lines, running glasses, and dividers, 
and his 'Ducatus Bremae & Ferdae' (1662) is decorated 
with box compass, mariner's astrolabe, dividers, and 
draughtsmen's pens. Similarly, Weigel's Bohemia (1720) 
portrays a globe, cross-staff, chain, circumferentor and 
dividers, and Faden's Europe (1791) a globe, armillary 
sphere, compass, chain, sector, pen and dividers. The scale 
of James Sherriff's 'Map of upwards of 25 Miles round the 
town of Birmingham' (1798) is decorated with a compass, 
quadrant, and various drawing instruments including paral
lel rulers and set- and T- squares. Parallel rulers were created 
either by cutting a rule longitudinally or connecting two or 
more rules at points along their length by smaller rules. 
Generally, the frequently illustrated rules, squares, dividers, 
protractors, drawing equipment and other necessary ad-

juncts to more specialised instruments did not change 
. 16 Thi . sh ti . greatly throughout the centunes. s IS own, or m-

stance, in 1ohn Roe's creation of his typically Irish north 
point from a measuring rule, dividers, protractor and pens 
on the 'Map of the Manor of Lyons', surv.pyed in 1801 for 
the 'Rt: Honble Lord Baron Ooncurry'.1 

Some maps were adorned with complex collections of 
instruments woven into designs which are often at least 
partly indecipherable. Coronelli's 'Parte Occidentale della 
China'18 (c.1600), for example, has a magnificent title 
cartouche incorporating an astrolabe, annillary sphere, 
cross-staff, measuring and sight rules, protractor, set square, 
dividers, perhaps a quadrant, and much other unidentiftable 
miscellaneous equipment only partially visible. 

However, this common, generalised, unspecific repre
sentation of scientific instruments in contemporary use 
must not be taken as an indication of instruments and 
methods actually used to construct particular maps. It is 
well known that the bulk of small-scale maps produced in 
the 17th and 18th centuries were not derived from original 
survey, but were plagiarised from existing material. Speed's 
British county maps, for instance, were derived frolf the 
earlier surveys of Saxton, Norden, Smith and others. The 
county maps of both Bla~u andJansson were, in turn, copied 
from those of Speed.1 Similarly, the county maps in 
Bowen and.Kitchin 's lArge English Atlas (1749-60) some
times feature such instruments as globes, annillary spheres, 
compasses, backstaff, dividers and drawing instruments in 
their title cartouches. The 'accurate map' of Sussex (1749), 
for instance, features a theodolite, with sighting telescope 
and suppqrting tripod, and way-wiser with dial, both in use 
in survey20 (Fig. 1). However, the map itself is actually 
based on Budgen's map (1723) of the county.21 The title 

Fig.l Titlepiece of Sussex (1749) from Bowen & Kitchin'slorge English Atlas. 
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cartouche is virtually identical with a reversed version 
decorating Roc~'s four-sheet survey of Middlesex, pub
lished in 1757. Likewise, a theodolite with sighting 
telescope adorns Bowen's index m3P. of England and Wales 
in the Royal English Atlas (c.1763)23, but the maps were 
merely derived from those in the large English Atlas. 

Another category of instrument illustration in cartog
raphy that can be generally discounted as a true 
representation of survey equipment and method is that 
adorning titlepages. These frequently portray selections of 
surveying and navigational instruments similar to those 
found on the maps, but, more often than not, instruments 
shown are simply a random selection of those in current and 
past use, and not applicable specifically to an atlas's con
tent. 

The titlepage ofPhilip Lea's The Shires of England and 
Wales (c.1689; c.1694), for example, features putti survey
ing with a simple cross-staff and leadline, and calculating 
with dividers and armillary sphere, whilst classical figures 
carry a complex cross-staff and mariner's astrolabe. 24 How
ever, Lea's atlas contains modified maps first issued in 
Christopher Saxton' s atlas of 157925, with its titlepage 
featuring dividers, globe and simple cross-staff. In truth, 
these maps were probably constructed simply by taking 
horizontal bearings with a primitive instrument for measur
ing angles from high P.Oints which perhaps formed a 
triangulation framework. 26 Thus, the instruments features 
on Lea's titlepage were generally not those used in actual 
survey. Equall>i Antonio Zatta's titlepage toAtlante Novis
simo (1775-85) 7 features putti working with dividers, rule, 
compass, armillary sphere and even a large astronomical 
telescope which provide no clue to actual methods of map 
construction. Generally, the appearance of the armillary 
sphere on maps and titlepages is a poor indicator of actual 
use. Although the sphere, which was used for fixing the 
positions of heavenly bodies in navigation, enjoyed a long 
life of decorative cartographic representation, as, for exam
ple, in the titlepage design ofRobert de Vaugondy's Nouvel 
Atlas Portatif (1762), it was no longer a serious practical 
instrument by the end of the 18th century. It was, however, 
still used for teaching and demonstration purposes beyond 
that period. 

Manuscript titlepages to large-scale maps of small land 
parcels should, perhaps, be more reliable in illustrating 
actual methods and instruments. The rococo titlepage to 
John MacKoun's survey (1766) of John Barrington's estate 
in Essex, for instance, features a variety of drawing instru
ments, a globe and a theodolite with telescopic sight and 
supporting tripod. The title cartouche of the map of the 
demesne of Barrington Hall again features a theodolite with 
telescopic sights, strongly suggesting actual use in survey, 
along with the traditional globe and dividers.28 

The theodolite originated from the end of the 16th 
century when a horizontal circle had been combined with a 
vertical semi-circle to create an instrument which could 
measure both horizontal and vertical angles simultaneously. 
It was, however, generally simply used to measure horizon
tal angles between stations on the ground. Although the 
theodolite, along with the graphometer and the circumfer-
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entor, began to replace the use of the geometric square, it 
does not appear to have enjoyed a very wide distribution 
before the mid-18th century, experiencing serious compe
tition from both the successful quadrant and the octant. 

At a later stage in the theodolite's development, during 
the 18th century, the original open sights were replaced by 
telescopic sights. The introduction of the telescope to sur
veying instruments gradually but slowly from the 17th 
century eventually made sightings far more accurate. The 
introduction of the achromatic lens after 1758 solved the 
problem of distortion and it became possible to produce 
good telescopes small enough for use with instruments of 
small diameter. However, the additional cost of telescopic 
sights ensured that open sights remained in production until 
the end of the 18th century at least. 

The three-legged tripod required for the firm support 
of the theodolite first appeared at the end of the 16th century, 
but came into general use only slowly. It was a great 
improvement on the clumsy single pedestal, with or without 
pronged foot, which was illustrated supporting circumfer
entor or plane-table by Blaeu, Petty, Ogilby and others. 

In the most detailed illustrations, the ball-and-socket 
joint in the tripod, introduced at the same time, is even 
shown. 'Bowles's New Pocket Plan of the Cities of London 
and Westminster' (1788), for instance, features a tripod with 
ball-and-socket joint, supporting a circumferentor attended 
by a surveyor with chain and measuring tape. 29 Surveyor's 
cords and measuring tapes were, nevertheless, rarely fea
tured in equipment illustrations. Another surveyor has the 
other end of the chain which runs over a measuring rule and 
dividers. 

However, the representation of surveying instruments 
in manuscript titlepages cannot always be trusted as evi
dence of methods. Thomas Raven's titlepage (1635) for 
estate plans prepared for the Earl of Essex features the 
surveyor at work with his plane-table and other pieces of 
surveying and drawing equipment. 30 But this is simply a 
copy of most of the titlepage of Aaron Rathbone' s The 
Surveyor (1616)31 , although the vignette of the surveyor at 
work with a theodolite has been omitted. Perhaps this 
omission indicates selectivity in the plagiarism and Raven 
may well have been being honest in portraying only those 
instruments he actually used in survey. 

A variation in the portrayal of instruments in title and 
contents' pages occurs in cases in which drawing instru
ments rather than surveying instruments are featured. Thus, 
for example, Herman Moll's rococo contents' page to his 
Ailas Minor (1727) portrays protractors and other angle 
measuring instruments, articulated and linked parallel rules, 
and set square, along with its commonplace globe, armillary 
spheres, dividers and quadruple cross-staff. 

The illustration of survey equipment and methods on 
Bowles's London town plan is unusual since such plans 
were rarely decorated in this way, although there are notable 
exceptions. In particular12 Wdliam Cuningham's bird's-eye 
view of Norwich (1558)3 portrays the 'Doctor in Physicke' 
himself in the foreground with his assistant, recording the 
city by means of what appears to be his circular plate which 
was divided into the 32 points of the compass radiating from 
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its centre. The instrwnent had an alidade or ruler with sights 
attached at the centre and an eccentrically located compass 
needle, and was placed on any convenient flat object. The 
illustration seems to represent the 'instrumentum plani
metrum' described by Gemma Frisius in 1553. Again, 
untypically for a town plan, Thomas Oeer's fine four-sheet 
plan of Norwich {1696) features the surveyor at work with 
plane-table and chain3 (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 V.gnette from Thomas Cleer's Norwich (1696) 

The plane-table was the main instrwnent favoured by 
local land surveyors and had long been in use. It was 
common in England in the 17th and 18th centuries although 
not in Ireland, despite its appearance on Raven's titlepage 
and its illustration by Owen Swan on his map of part of 
Oonmaning (1800) which was similarly a copy, but from 
William Leyboum's Compleat Surveyor (1674).34 The 
plane-table at its simplest consisted of a rectangular board 
with an outer frame to hold down the paper, mounted on 
legs, and fitted with an alidade which was pivoted above 
the table and used to mark intersecting sight rays on the 
paper. A mounted compass fixed direction. It was used by 
Agas as early as 1566 and probably by Saxton. Many 
regional maps were constructed by means of road ttaverses 
and plane-table cross bearings, as indicated in the vignette 
on William Mayo's map of Barbados (1722)- the surveyor 
takes bearings using a plane-table with open rather than 
telescopic sights, mounted on a tripod with ball-and-socke! 
joint, whilst assistants measure with waywiser and chain. 3 

A similar simple plane-table in use illustrates an 18th cen
tury 'Mapp of Lower Greystonley in the Forrest of 
Bowland' (no date or other details) along with assistants 
chaining and a scale formed by a surveyor's folding rule 
and dividers36, and the instrwnent alone is shown in notable 
detail decorating the dedication of John Warburton's Hert
fordshire (1749) along with a dialled waywiser and a 
. fi 'pod 37 cll'Cum erentor on a tri . 

The inclusion of a drum with surveying instruments on 
Petty's Ireland may, perhaps, be intended to suggest the 
substitution of the drum for the plane-table, particularly in 
military survey where speed was crucial. When the plane
table was mounted on its tripod, it had to be levelled. 
Thevenot' s bubble level had been known since 1666, but it 
was not easy to produce initially since it was virtually 
impossible to obtain glass tubes of constant diameter. 
Thevenot's principle was improved by the ever-innovative 
Robert Hooke who introduced an air bubble into the centre 
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of a curved plate of glass, allowing it to become an indis
pensable accessory for a large number of instrwnents. 
However, although it came into general use with all sighting 
instruments from the mid-18th century when rubbing the 
inside of the tube with emery powder turned it into an exact 
and sensitive instrument, it was too small to feature in 
cartographic illustration. 

The waywiser or wheel perambulator was used for 
measuring irregular lines such as roads and rivers. The 
number of revolutions of the wheel were recorded on a dial 
on the handle, and the distance determined by multiplying 
by the wheel's circumference, yielding highly unsatisfac
tory results. Many regional and other maps were 
constructed simply by means of road traverses with the 
waywiser, supplemented by cross bearings to stations using 
a magnetic compass with peephole sights for aligning the 
instrwnent. 

Although waywisers with dials were extensively illus
trated by such as Bowen, Gascoyne, Gordon, Martyn, 
Rocque and Wren, their best known representation is on the 
titlepage and four of the strip road maps of John Ogilby's 
Britannia (1675)38 (Fig. 3). On the maps, an assistant 
pushes a wheel half-a-pole (approx. 8ft 3ins) in circumfer
ence whilst the mounted surveyor takes bearings of features 
from the road using a circumferentor on a single pedestal. 
The titlepage is, however, more informative. A survey team 
measures with a waywiser whilst other assistants leave the 
castle carrying what are perhaps measuring rods. In the right 
foreground, surveyors sit round a table cluttered with sur
veying and drawing instruments, including a cross-staff, 
compass, circumferentor, quadrant, bundled chain, dividers 
and other ipdecipherable items of the surveyor/draughts
man's ttade. Since Ogilby failed to describe his methods 
precisely in the introduction to Britannia, these illustrations 
offer the best indication available of the equipment used to 
carry out this pathfinding survey. In all probability, then, it 
seems that Ogilby's surveyors conducted a compass ttav
erse along each road using waywiser, chain, circumferentor 
and quadrant. Similarly, the waywiser featured on the ti
tlepage of John Cary's Actual Survey of the Great Post 
Roads between London and Fa/mouth (1782) undoubtedly 
indicates the method by which 'the exact Distances' were 
'ascertained By A. Arrowsmith Land Surveyor'.39 How
ever, Ogilby's surveying team at work was copied from his 
titlepage without acknowledgement by Herman Moll as a 
vignette on his plagiarised 'Actuall Survey of the North 
West Road from London to Holyhead'. 

The illustration of a waywiser on Henry Beighton's 
large-scale county map of Warwickshire (1728)40 reveals 
the design alterations made by that conscientious surveyor, 
proud of his grasp of the latest scientific and technological 
developments (Fig. 4). Beighton disapproved of the inac
curacy of the half-pole waywiser and constructed his own 
much larger model, which is clearly shown with its wheel 
standing as high as the surveyor's shoulders. This model, 
'by which i measur'd the Rivers, Brooks, and Boundaries, 
is just 32 Foot 2 Inches, and 4 Tenths Circumf. 5 Turns of 
which is equal to 4 Statute-Poles'. Interestingly, Beighton's 
vignette also possibly indicates a similar but lazier method 
of taking road measurements which was rarely admitted to 
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Fig. 3 Titlepage of John Ogilby's Britannia (1675) 
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Fig. 4 Inset from Henry Beighton's Warwickshire 
(1728) 

in illustration. In the background, a carriage may be carry
ing a gentleman surveyor who sketches the passing 
countryside while the mileage is recorded by a dial geared 
to the carriage wheel by cog wheels. Beighton readily 
admitted to the use of this method to take his road measure
ments- 'The Wheel of my Chaise by which I Measur'd the 
Roads was 16Foot, 6/nches and 6 Tenths about .. .'. 

The waywiser featured prominently in illustrations on 
some of the large-scale maps of British counties published 
after 1750. The makers of this family of maps, which 
constituted a re-mapping of-the British Isles at new stand
ards of accuracy 41 , were frequently proud of the quality of 
their surveys and portrayed their advanced instruments and 
methods. William Gordon' s Bedfordshire (1736)42 (Fig. 5), 
Thomas Martyn's Cornwall (1749)43, and Matthew Wren's 
Louth (1766),for example, all illustrate the use of the small 
dialled waywiser in conjunction with a theodolite with 
telescopic sights and tripod. The same equipment plus 
measuring rules, dividers and globe appears on John Roe
que's Berkshire (1761),44 Middlesex (1754), and reduced 
Middlesex (1757). Rocque also illustrated up-to-date theo
dolites in the margins of his Irish estate plans, but these are 
sometimes difficult to interpret 45 However, the most corn-

prehensive illustration of instruments in use seems to be in 
Beighton's Warwickshire vignette inset In addition to his 
huge waywiser, his surveyor works with a selection of 
instruments whose use is confmned from the written ac
counts of his 'Method entirely New, and a Sett of 
Instruments contrived for that Purpose'. 'The Distances are 
measur' d by the Wheel, and reduced to true Horizontal 
Lengths by Trigonometry; The Angles all taken with a 
Semicircle, and Tellescopical Heights protracted at the 
same Operation'. In the inset, a plane-table with sight rule, 
telescopic sight and attached box compass sits atop a tripod 
with ball-and-socket joint. At its feet can be identified a 
graphometer or semi-circle which not only measured the 
angular bearings of particular lines of sight but also the 
angle between the lines. Also identiftable are measuring 
scales, a protractor, dividers, compasses and a selection of 
drawing materials and equipment In the distance a ranging 
pole is positioned for sighting. 

Beighton 's illustration of a graphometer is interesting 
and unusual since it was always an instrument more popular 
in France than England, being so named and described by 
Philippe Danfrie in 1597. It consisted of a semi-circle 
graduated into degrees with the diameter forming a fixed 
alidade with sights and a second mobile alidade pivoting 
around a compass mounted at the centre of the semi-circle. 
A joint allowed it to be used in either the horizontal or the 
vertical plane and it was supported on a pedestal or tripod. 
Beighton illustrated an advanced model with the additional 
telescopic sight on the pivoting alidade which improved the 
instrument in the 18th century, but there is no visual evi
dence of the spirit levels that were introduced or of the 
screw micrometers that came to be used for fine adjustment 
The earlier simpler model with only pinhole sights is por
trayed· in use by a surveyor on a tripod with a 
ball-and-socket joint whilst another pushes a dialled way
wiser in the vignette which forms the centrepiece of the 
large elaborate north point of Joel Gascoyne's Cornwall 
(c.1700) (Fig. 6). 

More commonly, surveyors preferred simpler instru
ments such as the sector or the small portab1e quadrant for 
angular measurement. All such instruments were similarly 
constructed. On the side of the instrument a pair of fixed 
sights corresponded to oo on the graduated arc. A second 

-... _-::- .. .::.- .... 

Fig. 5 Vignette from William Gordon's Bedfordshire (1736) 
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Fig. 6 North point from Joel Gascoyne's CornwaU (c.1700) 

pair of sights was mounted on an alidade pivoted from the 
apex of the instrument and moving along the arc. 1be 
quadrant was frequently mounted in a ball-and-socket joint 
so that it could be used either horizontally or vertically with 
an added plumb line. Such instruments were produced in 
considerable quantities from the first decade of the 17th 
century and were subsequently extensively used. Tele
scopic sights began to replace open sights from about 1670. 

Also used for angular measurement was the circumfer
entor. Sights fixed to the box of a horizontal magnetic 
compass could be aligned so that the angle between the line 
of sight and the compass needle could be read Many 
regional maps were constructed simply from road traverses 
with cross bearings on other features taken by circumferen
tor. The instrument was used by Agas as early as 1596 but 
not widely in surveying until the 17th century. It then 
flourished until the 19th century, despite mounting criticism 
from as early as 1700. Although the circumferentor was 
commonly illustrated, it was seldom shown in such detail 
as that, supported by a tripod, in use sighting on a marking 
pole, illustrated in an engraved co~ent on an Irish 
farm plan (1728) by Dennis Carty. The circumferentor 
was frequently portrayed on other contemporary plans, 
often in association with the surveyor's chain. 

lllustrations on the generally manuscript maps of es
tates and other land parcels produced by the land surveyor 
himself are probably the most reliable indication of actual 
preparatory methods and instruments. Scales were usually 
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represented as measuring rules, sometimes specifically 
Gunter's scale, and embellished with dividers, pencils, 
pens, rulers, protractors and so on. A map of Appledore and 
Fairfield (1803)47, for instance, has its measuring rule scale 
decorated with a highly detailed portrayal of pr.otractor and 
dividers, as does a map of Longfield (1773)48 with addi
tional pens. However, even such commonplace illustrations 
of dividers generally resting open on a scale rule may be 
illuminating, for they were often carefully drawn, exhibit
ing the gradual development of the instrument over time 
rather than merel~ portraying an instrument with two sim
ple pointed legs. 9 Derbyshire estate plans, for example, 
portray single-handed dividers which could be opened and 
controUed using only the fore-fmger and thumb of one hand 
from at least as early as 1598, when featured by Henry 
Fletcher.50 This simple, functional instrument, with its two 
legs bent at the top and connected to a common pivot hin!\e 
continued to be illustrated by such as Immanual Halton , 
William Senior and Peter Barker. In due course, the pivot 
hinge was decoratively engraved, as shown in later plans by 
Senior52 and Barker, and the shape of the dividers was 
modified by having a piece cut away at the top of each leg, 
as shown by Samuel Brailsford with variant decoration of 
the hinge. The more advanced two-handed design with the 
two legs attached individually to two interlocking rings 
which Jlide together was possibly illustrated by Joseph 
Parker"3 and appeared on Derbyshire plans between 1649 
and 1710. No illustrations, however, distinguish the steel 
points set into the brass legs. The conclusion is that, unlike 
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the pmely decorative dividers of contemporary printed 
maps, these detailed manuscript depictions prior to the 18th 
century were often copied from the draughtsman's own 
instrument, sometimes reflecting replacement by newer 
models as indicated by the variations in portrayal on Sen
ior's plans. In contrast, the richer decoration of dividers on 
18th-century plans, as on contemporary printed maps, sug
gests that these portrayals were not of instruments actually 
used in map preparation. 

Other features of plans were also decorated in similar 
fashion. A plan of New Romney (1820)54, for instance, has 
its reference panel embellished with a measuring rule, ar
ticulated rule, dividers, protractoc, set square, and quill pens 
and ink pot, amongst other items. Similarly 3~e surveyor's 
signature on a plan ofWateringbury (1807) appears on a 
measuring rule decorated with dividers, parallel rulers and 
pen. Alternatively instruments might be portrayed in an 
independent vignette, as on a plan of East Sutton (1762)56 

with its very rough representation of globes, protractor, 
measuring rule, quadrant, set squares, parallel rules, divid
ers, backstaff, and pens and ink pot. However, the 
composition of this grouping includes instruments unlikely 
to have been used in the plan's survey. Equally unlikely as 
instruments actually used are the globe, box compass, ar
millary sphere, astronomical telescope, sextant and dividers 
attend~ by two youngsters on a survey of Greatness Farm 
(1802). 7 More reliable are the run-of-the-mill protractor, 
dividers and ~uill pen portrayed on a plan of Great Pix's 
Hall (1822).5 In some cases, map-makers repeated the 
same combination and detail of instruments in order to 
standardise a family of maps or simply as a matter of habit 
Charles Sloane, for example, reproduced his intertwined 
protractoc, measuring rule dividers and pens on maps of 
Lord Damley's estates.59•60 The map ofCobham Hall Park 
(1758)60 in thissethasits 'ScaleofGuntersChains' defined 
on a measuring rule set on a stone which has its top covered 
with typical surveying calculations.61 

Some illustrations of instruments and methods may be 
so indistinct and sketchy as to be of questionable use. A map 
ofHeronden Hall Park (c.1750)62 has very roughly drawn 
decoration which is difficult to decipher in some areas. 
Nevertheless, despite the lack of detail, it is possible to 
identify two pairs of putti with measuring chains and what 
appear to be quivers containing flagged marking stakes on 
the backs of one pair. Surveyors attend, respectively, a 
circumferentor and a plane table with alidade with open 
sights, both supported by tripods with ball-and-socket 
joints. Surveyors are also sketchily portrayed with globe, 
dividers, set squares and measuring rod on an anonymous 
map of lands along the River Rother (1633).63 However, 
usefully discernible are also a cross-staff, another surveyor, 
holding dividers, operating a circumferentor on a tripod 
with ball-and-socketjoint, and putti attending the scale with 
a measuring chain from which hangs a quadrant with plumb 
line. The cross-staff was used for the alignment of offsets 
from a chain survey. In contrast to its long survival as an 
instrument of navigation, the cross-staff fell out of use in 
land surveying as more rapid and accurate methods of 
measmement developed. 64 Thus, even poor quality repre
sentation can be useful in identifying methods and 
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instruments of survey. Even more useful are the clear and 
careful depiction of methods such as the vignette of survey
ors at work at Henlow in Bedfordshire on the enclosure map 
(no date but c.1798)65 by John Goodman Maxwell. The 
simplicity of survey is clearly specified in the portrayal of 
only sighting poles, measuring rods, chain and, possibly, 
quadrant. However, not all such vignettes are equally illu
minating. The illustration of the surveyor with dividers and 
measuring rule with his dog at the bottom left of a map of 
Mousehold and ThoiJX1 in Norfolk (no date, but late 
16th/early 17th century)66 offers little useful indication of 
method or instruments. 

The chain was the commonest of land surveying instru
ments since its use could accomplish survey with a 
minimum of apparatus. Hence, it was widely illustrated. 
The most popular version of the equipment was Edrnund 
Gunter's chain, devised in 1620, having 100 links with 
every tenth link marked by a brass ring; ten chain lengths 
equalled one furlong. Land parcels could be divided into 
convenient triangles by staking out the lines to be measured 
by the chaili. Thus, no angular measmement was required. 
Lines were drawn as near as possible to natural boundaries 
whose exact position could be fixed by offsets as could 
other featmes. Assistants staked out the points and made the 
measurements, marking each chain length with sticks, met
al 'arrows', or taller easily discernable rods, as shown on 
the map of Henlow. Although accurate chain measurement 
required skill, the demands of economy usually caused 
unskilled assistants to be hired. Consequently, inaccurate 
chaining was the most common source of error in land 
survey. The chain was frequently associated with the cross
staff and later the theodolite, which could be used for 
aligning offsets. However, where property was at stake and 
exact measurement crucial, the chain remained the princi
pal instrument of survey, being used with only the stakes, 
measmes, levels, dividers and drawing instruments that 
were the regular items of sale in the instrument maker's 
shop. 

Although the chain was in use from at least the mid-
16th century, being, for example, illustrated on Laurence 
Nowell's manuscript may of Ireland of 1563 or 1565, its 
golden age was the mid-18th century. Nevertheless, meas
uring rods continued to survive in survey and illustrations 
of equipment used. Hollingsworth's map of farms in 
Pebmarsh in Essex (1807), for instance, featmes surveyors 
using a theodolite with telescopic sight and tripod, but 
measuring rod only.67 

At best, estate and similar maps can be very specific 
about instruments used. Edward Laurence's survey (1727) 
of a farm in the Manor of Haversham in Hereford, for 
example, clearly specifies 'Mr. Jonathan Sisson's' im
proved theodolite with tripod and ball-and-socket joint as 
the principal instrument of survey. 68 Sissons made the first 
real advance in theodolite construction since the late-16th 
century by grafting a telescopic sight and a spirit level onto 
the Elizabethan design. A serviceable, compact and portable 
instrument was further created by improving the tripod and 
ball-and-socket joint and the mounting of the compass 
needle. The circular scale was expertly divided and marked 
by hand with greater accuracy. Thus, the reduction of the 
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inaccuracies caused by irregularities in gear cutting and 
scale marlcing, inadequate means of levelling, and distorted 
sighting turned the theodolite from an instrument only 
really useful and convenient for fast surveys of large areas 
into an instrument capable of accurate small scale survey. 
Thereafter, Sissons' theodolite remained the indispensable 
instrument of the most accurate 18th-century surveys until 
Jesse Ramsden began to produce even more accurate instru
ments with mechanically divided scales in the second half 
of the century. 

The discussion of instrument illustration on maps and 
tidepages as an indicator of likely preparatory methods, is, 
therefore, confused and inconclusive. Generally, it seems 
that such illustrations should not be trusted, not least be
cause many of them were plagiarised and the instruments 
depicted and their state of development are generally diffi
cult to identify. Howevez, in most cases, the illustrations 
will be the only guidance to instruments and methods. As 
such, they deserve critical consideration, particularly in the 
case of those decorating manuscript maps of small land 
parcels. 
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